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VISION 

Dedicated to providing a service that encourages co-

operation and partnerships with the community. 

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Committed to providing a safe community 

 

MOTTO 

“Dedicated to Community Safety” 

 

OUR VALUES 

Respect 

Courage 

Integrity 

Humility 

Accountability 
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Message from the Board Chair, Judi Green 

Greetings to Community Stakeholders, 

I have had the privilege of serving as your Chair for just over a year now.  If 

this report is in your hands, I encourage you to read through just what the 

men and women of the Dryden Police Services have accomplished for our 

community.    

In addition to police enforcement, the leadership and complement of 

uniform and civilian staff have been committed to partnership initiatives 

as well as community service and safety.   One of our values is humility, so you probably are not aware of 

how many things are going on behind the scenes.  The Dryden Area Rapid Response Team (DARRT) was 

initiated by Dryden Police Services and the Situation Table involves no less than fifteen (15) organizations 

in partnership.   With our demographics changing, we must embrace the change but more importantly be 

pro-active and welcoming rather than reactionary and resistant. The Dryden and Area Anti-Racism 

Network is active and involved as well as programs with the Dryden Native Friendship Centre.   But it is 

not just the shift in community composition and new comers, the Police Services is also there for our long-

time residents.   I think it is pretty rare anywhere else that an Officer would attend and reassure a tax 

payer when a minor incident has occurred, like the theft of a garden hose for example.   This speaks to 

the Community Policing Model.  It isn’t about a garden hose, it is about reassuring those who built this 

community, that we will respond and that they can feel safe and they matter.   Every community member 

matters and I love that about our Police Service. 

Your Police Services members are part of our community and you see this evidenced by how they give 

back with events like Stuff the Cruiser, the Christmas Parade, Winter Coat Clothing Drive, Kids and Cops 

Fishing, Senior Fishing Event, Christmas Cheer and you see them regularly in uniform in our schools.  Our 

Dryden Police Service members are also our citizens whose kids attend our schools, buy things locally, 

whom you might see at hockey or maybe somebody you fish with. Often times, becoming long-time 

residents themselves.   Like many of us, they make a conscious decision to contribute to the health and 

well-being of Dryden.    I reflect on this as the Dryden Police Services undergoes an O.P.P Costing Model 

process.   Our men and women despite this, have continued to serve and protect not knowing what their 

individual future holds.  I agree that this current Council has a responsibility to look at this, it would have 

been irresponsible not to.   I think we have an equal responsibility and opportunity to ensure that we have 

a vision of Dryden which is affordable and we still retain our sense of community.  

 

The Dryden Police Services Board provides governance for the Police Service and consists of the following 

members: 

Judi Green – Chair (Provincial Appointee)  John Carlucci - Councilor 

Pat Skillen – Vice Chair (Provincial Appointee)  Bill Wiedenhoeft – Community Appointee 

Roger Valley - Councilor 

 

 

Judi M. Green, Chair 

Dryden Police Service Board 
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Message from Chief Douglas A. Palson 

 

I am pleased to present the 2017 Annual Report to highlight the 

exceptional accomplishments and outstanding services provided by the 

Dryden Police Service. 

 

Throughout the year, our police officers, civilian staff and volunteers have 

worked hard together to ensure the safety and wellbeing of our 

community.  And we didn’t do it alone. This was an exciting year as we 

enhanced our focus on strengthening community partnerships to address 

the range of challenges we face in Dryden and the surrounding 

communities in our region.  

 

Overall, Dryden remains a safe, stable and supportive city, evidencing no significant changes to 

the crime rate over the past several years, yet calls for service continue to rise. Approximately 

twenty percent of police calls for service are directly related to criminal activity, the remaining 

eighty percent involve assisting the public and/or dealing with social dysfunction and related 

issues.    

 

To address these issues, we continue to collaborate with community members and local/regional 

service providers.  This year, the Service has taken the lead in the Dryden and Area Rapid 

Response Team (DARRT) establishing the community’s first Situation Table that is proving to be 

highly successful in helping individuals or families considered to be at acute and elevated risk.  

We have also taken the lead in the development of the Community Safety and Wellbeing Plan 

that continues as a work in progress.  In addition, we are proud of our involvement with the 

Project Sunset youth development program, partnering with schools, the Ontario Provincial 

Police and other service providers.  

 

In closing, I take this opportunity to recognize and express appreciation to the members of the 

Dryden Police Services Board for their unwavering support and dedication to governance.  Thank 

you, also, to the community of Dryden for its support of the Service as we look forward to 

continuing our work together to keep Dryden a safe, healthy and vibrant place for all.   
 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Douglas A. Palson, 

Chief of Police 

Table of Contents 
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Staffing/Employee Recognition 

 

  Departures 

Constable Jared Olsen 

Constable Jon Allen 

Anniversary Milestones 

Inspector Ann Tkachyk – 25 Years 

Constable Paul Howarth – 10 Years 

Anita Hackman, Guard – 16 Years 

David Cluett, Guard– 10 Years 

Ron Major, Guard – 11 Years 

George Breeze, Crossing Guard – 12 Years 

New Hires 

Special Constable Ralph Mason 

Special Constable Cody Fedorchuk 

Special Constable Keri Rafter 

Constable Kristopher Miclash 

Constable Jonathan Slater 

 

The Police Service is staffed as follows: 

Chief of Police 

Inspector 

Detective Sergeant 

Sergeant x two 

Detective Constable 

Court Officer (Constable) 

Community Services Officer (Constable) 

Constables x twelve 

Special Constables x three (Part-time) 

Guards x fourteen (Casual 

School Crossing Guards x five (Part-time) 

Executive Assistant 

CPIC Operators x two  
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Community Service  

Report submitted by Cst. D. M. Szachury  

The Dryden Police Service employs a fulltime Community Service Officer (CSO) who participates 

in various school and civic functions and initiates a range of activities that promote safety and 

crime prevention within the City of Dryden. 

School Activities  

In March 2017, the Dryden Police Service assisted with the launch of Project Sunset at New 
Prospect School in Dryden.  This initiative consists of in school curriculum, after school activities, 
police activity league, summer programming and an arts, music and cultural component.   
 

Project Sunset is an opportunity for police to lead a community-
centered approach, aimed at building youth resiliency.  In order to 
accomplish Project objectives, our communities are building sustainable 
partnerships with the goal of identifying innovative solutions that 
proactively address root causes of youth crime, social disorder and crisis.  
The innovative approach offers an organic and holistic approach to 
ensure local collaborators work together to build a framework of 
community safety, well-being and sustainability. 
 
Project Sunset uses proven evidence-based curriculum called Project 
Venture, developed by the National Indian Youth Leadership Project in 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA.  Specifically designed activities work collectively to actively 
engage youth to participate in nature based adventures that develop life skills while reinforcing 
traditional values such as family, community, service and appreciation for the natural world. 
 
Project Sunset maintains a strength-based philosophy where interventions include “a sequence 
of positive experiences providing key developmental supports and opportunities. Many 
initiatives include a traditional problem oriented or risk focus.” Rather, Project Sunset “seeks to 
understand the identified needs of our audience, provide opportunities and community 
connections that meet those needs and build strengths and capabilities that are transforming the 

lives of people in positive ways.” (Hammond & Zimmerman, 2012). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.samhsa.gov/nrepp
http://niylp.org/
http://niylp.org/
http://resil.ca/
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In May, we participated in a simulated impaired driving crash scene at the Dryden High School. A 

result of collaboration between numerous community partners, the scenario provided education 

and information to youth regarding the risks associated with impaired driving and to reduce 

alcohol related trauma.  It also educated them about the impact that the accident could have on 

the individual responsible and also on the other victims, families, service providers, insurance, 

justice system, and so on.  

 

This year, the Dryden Police Service offered 10 education sessions to all Grade 6 students that 

included topics of bullying, cyberbullying, sexting, peer pressure, alcohol and drug awareness, 

harm reduction, healthy relationships, theft and smoking.  Bike Safety Presentations and Bike 

Rodeo for grades JK-6 at all local schools were also conducted.  

 

This Dryden Police Service conducted school bus safety and evacuation training at all local schools 

for every student from Grades JK-12.  The standardized school bus safety training for the students 

was provided by Northwestern Ontario Student Services Consortium.   
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The CSO attended the Northwestern Student Services – First Rider Program spending a morning 

with the new JK students teaching them about bus safety.  The program allows the children to 

learn about bus safety with a video and interactive talk with the police.  The kids then learn how 

to get on and off the school bus and go for a ride first with their parents and then by themselves 

prior to the first day of school.   

 

We assisted in facilitating a ‘Draw the Line’ Presentation by Julie Lalonde in September for all 

youth grades 7-12.  This is an interactive campaign that aims to engage Ontarians in a dialogue 

about sexual violence. It challenges common myths about sexual violence and equips bystanders 

with information on how to intervene safely and effectively. 

 

In October, we conducted Halloween Safety presentations at Ecole Catholic de L’Enfant-Jesus, St. 

Joseph’s School, New Prospect and Open Roads.  

 

Also in October, we took 11 Project Sunset students from New Prospect School to We Day in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba that is a celebration of young people committed to making a difference. 
Students listened to world-renowned speakers and A-list performers together with thousands of 
other young people to celebrate their contributions and kick-start another year of inspiration.  
After taking part in We Day the students select to complete a local community service act and/or 
a fundraiser for a local or global cause.  

The Dryden Police Service hosted a Holiday Coloring Contest within the local elementary schools.  
Students were asked to draw a picture of what the holidays mean to them from which four 
winners were selected to have their pictures on the Dryden Police Service 2017 holiday cards.  
The winners of the contest were Madison Iwanyk, grade 5 from New Prospect School, Isaiah 
Fiddler, grade 2 from Open Roads School, Keira Wright, grade 4E and Mackenzie Harrington, 
grade 6F from St. Joseph’s School.  All of the winners received holiday cards with their pictures 
on them and a pizza party for their class.  
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Community Activities  

The Dryden Police Service sat on numerous committees throughout the year including; DAIRS 

(Dryden Ignace Area Impaired Reduction Strategy), PARTY (Prevent Alcohol & Risk-Related 

Trauma in Youth), Christmas Cheer, YCJA (Youth Criminal Justice Act) and DARRT (Dryden Area 

Risk Response Team). 

As part of the DAARN committee, the Dryden Police Service assisted with hosting the film 

premiere and panel discussion of a “Secret Path” which is an animated television film created by 

Gord Downie.  The project is about Chanie Wenjack, a young Anishinaabe boy from the Marten 

Falls First Nation who died in 1966 while trying to return home after escaping from a residential 

school.  The event was held at The Centre in Dryden and was very well attended.  

We also assisted DAIRS (Dryden/Ignace Area Impaired Reduction Strategy) with a community 

presentation by the Regional Coroner Dr. Michael Wilson and Medical Officer of Health Dr. Kit 

Young Hoon.  This presentation was a public event held at the Centre and focused on statistics 

that represent the rates of death and alcohol impacts among youth in our region. 

In June, Dryden Police Service participated in 

Aboriginal Day at the Dryden Arena with an 

information booth displaying the History of the 

Dryden Police Service, Community Involvement/ 

Events, Project Sunset and Child ID kits were 

provided.  The Child ID kits are kits for parents which 

can be filled out with all of the child’s information 

such birth date, medical conditions, guardians, 

friend’s residences, photographs.  The police assist in 

obtaining the child’s fingerprints for the parent’s 

record.  The kit comes with an illustrated “Stranger 

Danger” coloring book for kids as well as an information pullout section for the parents.   

In July and August, we were involved in the Dryden 

Days of Summer and had a booth with information 

on the Police Service, Community Engagement, 

Project Sunset as well as handouts for fraud, identity 

theft, distracted driving and Child Identification Kits.   
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The Dryden Police Service assisted in organizing the kickoff event for Max the Moose event.   

Diana Couette and Cst. Szachury organized a carnival style event reaching out to community 

businesses that provided interesting “swag” as prizes for the games.  There was also a dunk tank 

that local MNR conservation officers, police personal, local physicians and CKDR personal 

participated in.  The event consisted of local food vendors, face painters, petting zoo, horse rides, 

carnival games and a bouncy castle.  Donations for the event were received from numerous local 

businesses.   

 

The Dryden Police Service hosted the Bob 

Izumi Kids, Cops and Canadian Tire Fishing 

Days which was held at the Government Dock 

in Dryden.  The Dryden Police Service, 

Ontario Provincial Police, OPP Community 

Policing Board and the MNR Conservation 

Officers were all on hand to help out at the 

event.  A total 95 kids attended and 

participated in the event and caught 

everything from fish to underwear!!   
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 Patricia Gardens have been trying for over 2 years to find enough volunteers to take the residents 

fishing and so a “Seniors and Cops Fishing” event was developed.  With the help from the MNR 

Conservation Officers, Patricia Gardens and numerous officers from the Dryden Police Service, 

we had a fun day of fishing followed by a fish fry.  The MNR brought their boat that allowed 

seniors to go for boat rides to see their old 

residences, visit fishing spots and also see how 

the river has changed so much over the years.  

One of the seniors fishing in the event was 99 

years old.  The MNR donated 50 pounds of 

walleye and the Chip Box donated the 

French fries for the fish fry at Patricia 

Gardens afterward.  The fish fry was for all 

residents of Patricia Gardens and there was enough fish left over that they got to take some to 

go.  Patricia Gardens and the Dryden Police Service will be working together to make this an 

annual event  

 In September, the Dryden Police Service partnered with 

the Ontario Provincial Police held the 30th Annual Law 

Enforcement Torch Run with a run/walk, BBQ and car 

wash.  

For Halloween, we participated with the Dryden Library’s 

City Halloween Scavenger Hunt.  There were 10 teams of 

youth that participated and they obtained clues that took 

them to numerous locations around the area (PAT 

Gardens, Museum, City Hall, Library, and Police Station) 

and upon completion there was a Halloween Party at the 

Library.   
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DPS launched the 2nd Winter Coat Drive with two 

separate donation days held at the Dryden Ice Dogs 

game and the giveaway day on November 13th.  

Approximately 205 coats were given away, 50 pairs 

of boots and numerous hats, mitts and scarves.  The 

remaining clothing was brought to the Parks Board 

to be disturbed during Christmas Cheer.   

During Crime Prevention Week in November, the 

CSO took to the streets and set up an information 

booth at Safeway with information regarding the 
different types of frauds and scams within the area and how to protect yourself and your home.  

Individuals were able to ask questions and voice concerns that they may not have typically called 

the police about.   

In December, the Dryden Police Service took part in the Santa Claus Parade by conducting traffic 

control and, also, entering a float.  The theme of the parade this year was “Canadian Christmas”.  

Members of the Dryden Police Service including officers, civilians, auxiliary and their family 

members all came out to support the event.   

Also in December, the Dryden Police Service held the “Stuff the EMS Event” assisted by 

Conservations Officers from the Ministry of Natural Resources, Dryden Fire Department and 

Paramedics from Northwest EMS.  The event brought in over 5 vehicles full of toys and $3200.00 

in donations.  
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Over the course of 2017, Dryden Police Services conducted the following presentations within 

the community: 

 Bill 168- Workplace Harassment - Dryden High school Co-Op Classes  
 Safety Awareness- Staff at the Dryden Library 
 Powers of Attorney and Executors of Estate-Patricia Gardens 
 Senior Scams and Fraud- Patricia Gardens  
 Drug Awareness- Open Roads School and St. Joseph’s School  
 Cyberbullying, Sexting and Internet Safety- New Prospect School  
 Cyberbullying, Sexting and Internet Safety- Open Roads School  
 Bullying- LSY Youth Summer Camp (6-13 yrs) 
 Drug/ Bullying/ Sexting Awareness and Internet Safety Presentation- Four Directions 

Program at the Dryden High school 
 Elder Abuse, Power of Attorney and Fraud- Retired Teachers Association  
 Project Sunset- OACP  
 Bullying, Cyberbullying, Sexting, Internet Safety, Peer Pressure- Dryden Community 

Living  
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Dryden Police Auxiliary Unit 

The Dryden Police Service Auxiliary Unit was founded in 2016 and is presently comprised of three 

Auxiliary Officers. Each Officers volunteers a minimum of eight hours per month and often more.  

The Officers assist with patrolling and calls for service with Dryden Police Members and on 

occasion they have been utilized for traffic control and assist with arrests and disturbances. 

The Auxiliary Unit plays a big role in Dryden Police Community Service initiatives such as Special 

Olympics, Kinds and cops Fishing , bicycle rodeos, school presentations and Toy Drive to name a 

few. 

The Auxiliary Unit also has assisted with traffic control for Canada Day celebrations, Triathlon, 

Fall Fair parade and Santa Claus parade. 

The Dryden Police Services is proud of our volunteer Auxiliary Officers and the service they 

provide to the community. 

 

Traffic Report  

Report Submitted by Insp. A Tkachuk 

In 2017 Dryden Police Service investigated 300 Motor Vehicles 

Collisions.  Of those collisions, 12 resulted in injuries which is 

a significant reduction in 2016 when there was a total of 22 

injury accidents.   

There were no fatal collisions investigated by the Dryden 

Police in 2017.  There was one vehicle/pedestrian collision that resulted in non-life threatening 

injuries.  A total of 45 charges were laid in relation to motor vehicle collisions. 

The Top 3 Intersections identified by accident location are: 

 Government Street and King Street 
 Earl Ave and King Street 
 Colonization Ave. and Duke Street.  

 

Impaired Driving Offences 

The Dryden Police Service received 52 calls for service regarding Impaired Driving or suspected 

Impaired Driving offences in 2017.  Twelve investigations led to a total of 21 charges initiated 

against 7 males and 5 females.  Police also had one 3 day alcohol related driving suspension and 

one 7 day alcohol related suspension.   

The Dryden Police Service actively participates in Reduced Impaired Driving Enforcement 

(R.I.D.E.) Programs throughout the year and recorded 144.5 hours of RIDE, stopping 774 vehicles.   
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Crime Unit Report 

Report Submitted by Det/Sgt. J. Kaus  

The Dryden Police Service Criminal Investigation Branch is staffed by one Detective Sergeant and 

one Detective Constable and focusses on investigating and/or overseeing all major crimes as 

defined in the Ontario Major Case Manual or any criminal matters of a serious nature.  These 

include, but not limited to: homicides or attempts, sexual assaults or attempts, suspicious deaths 

or suicides, abductions, missing person occurrences where foul play is suspected, criminal 

harassment cases with unknown offenders, serious assaults and child abuse and major property 

crimes. Crime Unit members also assume responsibility over crimes that requires a prolonged 

investigation or that are more serious or complex.  

Investigations into sudden unexplained deaths and suicides fall under the responsibilities of the 

Crime Unit. In 2017, the Crime Unit were involved in 5 death investigations. Two of these 

investigation required assistance from the Ontario Provincial Police, one of which required 

extensive ground and air search by their Emergency Response Team. Through these coordinated 

efforts, the families were provided with closure surrounding the circumstances of their loved 

ones death.   

In all death investigations, members of the Dryden Police Service work closely with the Coroner’s 

Office along with local health professionals and emergency response personnel to ensure that 

questions are answered and needs of families are met during those difficult times. These 

investigations demonstrate the importance of strong community and policing partnerships.  

The Dryden Police Service are still experiencing an increase of internet related crimes. This is 

likely due to society’s dependency on electronic communication. The Crime Unit continue to 

support front line officers with gathering evidence by obtaining judicial authorizations. The Crime 

Unit Sergeant also works closely with the Community Service Officer to ensure that education is 

being provided to our youth in the community to ensure safe practices on the internet.  

Sexual Assaults and Domestic Violence 

Offences against children, including physical abuse and sexual abuse, are commonly investigated 

by the Criminal Investigations Branch. These cases are often challenging, requiring specially 

trained and experienced officers.  

In 2017, the Crime Unit was involved in some capacity, as the lead investigating unit, the 

interviewing officer or the supervising unit for almost all of these investigations. These 

investigations require a coordinated response with the local child protection agencies. In January, 

an investigation into ongoing physical abuse by a parent on two children, led to the arrest and 

successful prosecution of a local man. Two other lengthy child sexual abuse allegations, both 

historical in nature, required partnering with Provincial and Federal Police Services to facilitate 
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taking victim and witness statements.  Charges were laid in both cases and are both still before 

the courts.  

Two other complex sexual assault investigations were conducted by the Crime Unit.  One involved 

a young female being assaulted separately, by 2 young men, the other, involved a young female 

who was assaulted by a young adult male. In both cases, the physical evidence gathered has 

resulted in DNA profiles being generated that suitable for comparison. Legal authorizations are 

currently being sought to obtain comparison DNA. Both cases are still before the courts.  

The Dryden Police Service works vigorously to investigate and prevent incidents of domestic 

violence. Police responding to incidents of domestic violence, lay charges in all incident of 

domestic assault where there are reasonable grounds to do so. The Crime Unit Sergeant reviews 

and provides, advice and assistance, to front line officers dealing with complex and more serious 

cases of domestic violence.  

In 2017, there were 133 domestic disputes reported, this is comparable to the 135 from the 

previous year. Of the incidents reported, 43 of those cases resulted in charges. Those charges 

range from assault, assault with a weapon/cause bodily harm, criminal harassment and mischief.  

One of the most serious cases was a case of domestic criminal harassment, reported in February of 2017. 

The victim was extremely fearful and initially hesitant to cooperate with police, but with the assistance of 

a support worker from the local woman’s shelter, a statement was obtained. This led to over ten witnesses 

being identified. After obtaining numerous statements and gathering electronic evidence, charges of 

criminal harassment, uttering threats and domestic assault was laid against a male. These charges still 

remain before the court and the accused remains on very strict conditions, which has allowed for the 

victim to feel safe in the community. Victim Services continues to provide ongoing support to the victim. 

 

Ontario Sex Offender Registry 

The Ontario Sex Offender Registry (OSOR) continues to be the responsibility of the Crime Unit. The 

Detective Sergeant is the designated coordinator who oversees and ensures compliance, by continually 

monitoring the registration system. The Sergeant, along with one other Registrar, who is a front line 

officer, ensures that offenders are, served appropriate forms upon being charged and convicted, performs 

annual and address change registrations and conducts mandatory verifications. The OSOR Registry which 

is monitored by the Ontario Provincial Police, conducts annual site visits to ensure compliance and our 

service continues to be compliant. 
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Drug Enforcement Unit  

Report Submitted by Det./Cst/ T. Randell 

The following table represents the 2017 calendar year of Drug Enforcement from the Dryden Police 

Service 

Search Warrants completed by DPS   1 
Charges for DPS 44 
Possession for the purpose of trafficking - Cannabis 2 
Possession of cannabis under 30 grams 15 
Possession for the purpose of trafficking Prescription Pills (includes Ecstasy) 2 

Possessino of cannabis resin  0 
Possession for the purpose of trafficking cocaine 1 
Possession of Cocaine 6 
Trafficking Cannabis 0 
Other Criminal Charges (Weapons and Proceeds stolen property) 27 
Persons Charged 36 
Production of Marihuana 0 
Production of Cannabis Resin 0 
Possession of Schedule III (psylocibin) 0 
Possession of Methamphetamine 5 
Possession of Schedule I Substance – Other Drugs (Morphine, Oxycodone) 9 

Possession for the purpose of trafficking – Other Drugs 2 

 

 

In 2017 the most significant statistic on the above table is the increase of methamphetamine 

seizures.  Over the course of the year members of the Dryden Police Service had an increased call 

volume in people under the influence of methamphetamine.  In 2016, only approximately $600 

dollars’ worth of the street drug was seized, compared $4530.00 in 2017. 

In 2017 all officers had been trained and currently carry Naloxone.  Naloxone is an Opiate 

antagonist which can counter an opiate based drug overdose, such as fentanyl, hydromorphone 

and methadone. 

 

 

Street value amounts for seizures of 2017 
Cannabis Marihuana Prescription Pills Cash Cocaine Methamphetamine 

$4349 $1170 $2375 $6500 $4530 
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Crime Statistics Report  

Report Submitted by D. Couette  

 

Calls for Service 

 

GENERAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

The increase in calls for service in 2017 is due to a number of factors. The table below references 

these factors as summarized by the three major categories based on Uniform Crime Reporting 

submitted to Statistics Canada: 

TYPE 2016 2017 COMMENT 

Liquor License Act 304 507 Significant increase 

Mental Health Act 99 155 Significant increase 

Parking infractions 128 288 Significant decrease due to staffing levels 

 
2016  - 2017(Actual Incidents)    

Violent Crimes 2017 Incidents 2016 Incidents % Change 

Sexual Assault 9 9 0% 
Sexual Interference 1 2 -50% 
Invitation to Sexual Touching 1 -  
Aggravated Assault Level #3 1 2 - 50% 
Assault Level #2 w/Weapon or Bodily 
Harm 20 16 25% 
Assault Level #1 113 85 32.9% 
Assault Peace Officer 14 11 27.3% 
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Assault Against Peace Officer with a 
weapon 2 - - 
Forcible Confinement 3 1 200% 
Robbery  2 3 -33.3% 
Criminal Harassment 20 5 300% 
Indecent/Harassing Communications - 1         -- 
Uttering Threats 22 19 15.8% 

    

Property Crimes 2017 Incidents 2016 Incidents % Change 

Break and Enter 58 48 20.8 % 
Theft Over, $5000. 2 2 0.0% 
Theft Under $5000. 99 86 15.1% 
Theft of Motor Vehicle 11 9 22.2% 
Theft $5000 or under from a motor 
vehicle 29 28 3.6 % 
Shoplifting  27 27 0.0% 
Possession of Stolen Goods over $5000. 1 2 -50% 
Possession of Stolen Goods under 
$5000. 1 1 0.0% 
Fraud  48 47 2.1% 
Mischief  92 112 16.3% 

    

Other Criminal Code Violations 2017 Incidents 2016 Incidents % Change 

Disturb the Peace 18 27 -33.3% 
Mischief 106 91  
Indecent Acts 3 2 50% 
Corrupting morals 1 - - 
Obstruct Public/Peace Officer 5 1 400% 
Indecent acts 3 2 50% 
Obstruct Public/Peace Officer 1 2 100% 
Weapons violations 9 3 200% 
Trespass at Night 5 1 400% 
Fail to comply with an order 77 57         35.1% 
Fail to appear 2 - - 
Breach of Probation 30 26 15.4% 

Criminal Code Traffic Violations 2017 Incidents 2016 Incidents % Change 

Dangerous Operation of Motor Vehicle 1 3 -66.7% 
Dangerous Operation of a Motor Vehicle 
evading police 1 - - 
Impaired Operation of Motor Vehicle 11 19 -42.1% 
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Impaired Operation (drugs) 2 2 0.0% 

Provincial Offences 2017 Incidents 2016 Incidents % Change 

Liquor Licence Act 507 304 66.7% 
Trespass to Property Act 24 61 -39.3% 

    

Statistics   
 

2017 
 

2016 
 

2015 

     
Total Calls for Service 8120 6391 5595 

     
Prisoner Escort 186 145 93 

     
Mental Health Act 155 99 87 

     
Unwanted Persons 182 190 252 
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Community Mobilization  

Report Submitted by Insp. A. Tkachyk 

By the end of 2017, the Dryden Area Risk Response Team – DARRT, the Situation Table for Dryden 

Ignace and Vermilion Bay wrapped up its first full year of referrals to address situations of Acutely 

Elevated Risk.   The DARRT was formed in November 2016, comprising of the following Steering 

Committee partners; 

 

Dryden Police Service 
Ontario Provincial Police 
Dryden Regional Health Centre  
Dryden Crisis Response 
Dryden Mental Health and Addiction 
Dryden and Sioux Lookout Community Living  
Dryden Family Health Team 
Kenora-Rainy River Child & Family Services 
Northwest EMS/Ambulance Services  
Dryden Family Health Team 

Kenora District Services Board 
Hoshizaki House  
Keewatin Patricia District School Board 
Tikinigan Child and Family Services  
Youth Probation 
Adult Probation 
Northwestern Health Unit 
Northwest EMS 
Firefly Youth Mental Health  
Anishinaabe Abinoojii Child & Family Services 

 
The primary purpose of the DARRT is a risk mitigation strategy that aims at reducing risk.  Any 
situation that meets the criteria of Acutely Elevated Risk which is any reference to any situation 
impinging on individuals, families, groups or places where circumstances indicate an extremely 
probability of the occurrence of victimization from crime or social disorder.  Left unattended such 
situations will require a targeted enforcement and/or other emergency services.  The acute 
nature of these situations in an indicator that threatening circumstances have accumulated to 
the point where a crisis is imminent, and or any effort to mitigate victimization requires a multi-
agency response.  All work of the DARRT is guided by very strict Principles of Confidentiality.   
 

The DARRT is also connected to the Provincial Circle of Practice (CoP), representing all situations 

tables operating in Ontario along with identified Ministries and Privacy Commission.   
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Almost a year after the DARRT was formed, the Steering Committee is now set to begin work on 
a community wide Well-Being plan for Dryden in 2018.  Through the work on the DARRT, systemic 
issues around homeless, poverty, addictions and mental health have been identified within our 
community.  A need for a broader plan to address community well-being will be the priority in 
2018.  The Dryden Police Service continues to contribute and support both the Well-Being and 
DARRT Steering Committees, as we strive to enhance community safety and wellbeing. 
 

Professional Standards  
 
Report Submitted but Insp. A. Tkachyk 
 

In 2017, a total of eight conduct complaints under the Police Service Act Code of Conduct were 

filed with the Office of the Independent Review Director – OIPRD.  Of those complaints, the 

Dryden Police Service recorded the following outcomes: 

1 – Substantiated and concluded with informal discipline  

2 – Unsubstantiated 

1 – Withdrawn by the complainant  

2 – Screened out by OIPRD 

1 – Local Resolution 

1 – Open 

In 2017, the Service recorded one Chiefs Complaint that is still open with a resolution anticipated 

in the early part of 2018. 

 

Risk-driven Tracking 
Database Reports   

Agencies Engagement Report 
for Dryden On or After 1/1/2017 
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Training  

Report Submitted by Insp. A. Tkachyk  

In 2017, we focused on completing Road to Mental Readiness training for all 

the staff of the Dryden Police Service. The Dryden Police Service worked with 

members of the Dryden and Kenora OPP-Highway Traffic Division to ensure 

that all officers operating radar units received the recommended 

requalification training to operate a radar unit.  The service also identified a 

new trainer on staff to facilitate future radar training needs.  

Annual Training 

 Breathalyzer Technician Requalification 
 Use of Force 
 Taser Requalification 
 Firearms 
 Taser  

In-Service Training 

 Introduction to Bill 132 
 WHMIS 
 Standard First Aid and CPR 
 Security Awareness 
 Wilfred Laurier Situation Table Training 
 Basic Emergency Management-BEM 
 Basic Incident Management – IMS 100/200 

General Courses and Conferences 

 Confidential Informant Foundations 
 Advanced Search Warrant Seminar  
 Domestic Violence Coordinator Training 
 Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training 
 Coaching Police Professionals  
 Asset Forfeiture Foundations  
 Critical Incident Command Recertification  
 Radar Instructor Course  
 Intoxilyzer 8000 c  
 Critical Incident Response for Frontline Supervisors  
 Media Relations Training 
 Advanced Search Warrant Seminar 

Leadership Training 

 Influence Leadership Course 
 Professional Standards Investigators Course  
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Use of Force  

Report Submitted by Cst. Max Rapine  

The use of force by police is a delicate and complex subject often 

highly covered by social media and major media outlets. It is a topic 

that receives much debate. 

Use of force is defined as the application of physical or implied force 

intended to control a person for a lawful purpose. Officers must use 

reasonable response options that are proportional to the subject 

behavior given the officer’s perception within the totality of the 

circumstances.   

Police officers are required to requalify and received training annually. The requalification takes 

place at the service and conducted in the spring. The training includes classroom presentations 

as well as practical activities where the different skills required are honed and tested during 

scenario base training activities. The training covers tactical communication, officer safety, 

proactive threat management, legal accountability, major mental disorders, pepper spray (OC), 

defensive tactics, handcuffing, the use of force model, judgmental training , case law studies, de-

escalation techniques, firearms training and Conducted Energy Weapon. 

Police officers are required to submit use of force reports under certain conditions dictated by 

the Police Services Act. The following table summarizes the reports filed to the province by the 

Dryden Police Service in 2017 in comparison with 2016. In 2017 the service filed 13 use of force 

report. 

Reports Filed 2016 2017 

Firearm Pointed at Person 1 3 

Firearm Drawn 12 10 

Empty Hand 0 0 

Aerosol Weapon 0 0 

Impact Weapon 0 0 

Conducted  Energy Weapon 0 3 

Tactical Communications 0 0 

Other   

Firearm Discharged 11 7 

Animals Destroyed 11 7 
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Special Constables and By-law Enforcement  

Report Submitted by Insp. A. Tkachyk  

In 2017, The Dryden Police Service experienced some 

changes with the Special Constable Program.  The Service 

unexpectedly experienced the departure of 2 Special 

Constables in the early part of 2017.  The Service seized the 

opportunity to re-hire a former Special Constable whose job 

had previously been eliminated in 2014 as a result of the 

downsizing of the police service.  This allowed prisoner and 

court services support to continue with little or no interruption, with only minor training and 

policy review required.  The Service then added an additional Special Constable a few months 

later bringing the compliment back up two.   

Special Constables are an extremely valuable part of the police service and provide a variety of 

function.  Their primary role within the Service is prisoner care and control, court security and 

prisoner transportation. The Service also utilizes Special Constables for crime scene security, 

document service, fingerprinting, and various types of escorts.  In 2017, Special Constables were 

tasked with Property Management.  The Dryden Police Service seizes between 500-700 pieces of 

property and evidence each year.  Overall property management is overseen by the Inspector 

and the Detective Sergeant.   

In 2017, The Dryden Police and the City of Dryden partnered 

in an effort to address the need for By-law enforcement in 

areas of pet control and parking.  This partnership opened 

the door to add an additional Special Constable to meet the 

needs of by-law enforcement for the City.  Duties of the By-

law Enforcement Officer include the following: 

 By-law enforcement under the City of Dryden Animal 
Control and Parking; 

 By-law review and updating; 
 Working with City of Dryden to ensure bylaws and signage meet all regulatory 

requirements; 
 Assists private business and organizations to establish parking enforcement agreements; 
 When and if required, assist with court security, prisoner care and control, escort and 

transportation; 
 Participates on the working committee to address the Urban Deer population; 
 Working with local veterinarians and pet shelters to address the needs for domestic 

animals under the city by law.   
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As a result of our partnership we have seen a significant increase in parking enforcement  

Year Number of Infractions Issued 

  

2017 297 

2016 125 

2015 240 
Dryden Pet Control Reporting 2017 

Item June July August September October November December  

Dogs 
impounded 

 3 1 2 1   

Cats 
impounded 

 2 3 1 2   

Dogs 
redeemed 

 3 1 1 1   

Cats 
redeemed 

 1 3 1 2   

Dogs 
destroyed 

       

Cats 
destroyed 

       

Calls and 
complaints  

11 12 12 7 12 15 12 

Violation 
tickets 
issued  

2 2 3     

Licenses 
Purchased 

32 42 6     
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2017 Financial Report 

Expenditure in 2017 were distributed in two main categories as shown in the chart below.  Salary 

and Benefits make up the largest portion of the budget at 84%.  The overall budget for 2017 was 

set at $ 4 034 720.00.  The actual year end figure was $ 4 013 884.00. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Expenditures $4 281 099.00 
Total Revenue $   267 215.00 
  
Year End Budget $4 013 884.00 
  

84%

13%
3%

2017 Budget

Salary/Benefits

Operating

Radio Dispatch
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Records Management/Freedom of Information and Protection of 

Privacy Act (MIFIPA)  

Report Submitted by D. Couette 

Records Management and Data Entry is overseen by the administrative staff of the Dryden Police 

Service.  Information sharing,  processing and maintaining court documentation, criminal records 

and police file maintenance, C.P.I.C. services, records quality control, accident reports, statistics, 

Freedom of information and protection of personal privacy are among the many responsibilities 

within this unit.   In 2017, this unit processed in excess of 700 Criminal Record Checks. The 

Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act provides citizens with a right of 

Access to records within the custody or control of all municipal public sector organizations, 

including Police Services 

 

In 2017, The Dryden Police Services processed eleven Freedom 

of Information requests.  Six were requested by the Office of 

the Children’s Lawyer and five were personal requests.   All 

eleven requests were processed with disclosure provided to 

varying degrees. 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjD3by6xtTUAhXJcD4KHWkIAjgQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_Privacy_Commissioner_of_Ontario&psig=AFQjCNHeuCrfYDv8eQ20vAnSUxruVACtHg&ust=1498327296094214

